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Customer impact statement 

 

This release includes multiple new features and major improvements. 
Read below list to make sure that nothing is missed. 

 

UI improvements 
We have continued our work to improve the UI in the PA. We have added some updated 
screens for the swipe-ahead scenario and removed some animations to make for a more 
fluid user experience. 
 
Revived Pay@Table 
We have revived our pay@table product and added multiple new features into the solution. 
Along with the changes comes a update communication protocol that existing classic 
integrations must review before they can go live. 
 
Added Swish support in OPI 
We have extended our OPI integration to handle Swish. Please note that only versions: 
≥ 20.2.2.3 of SPI / OPI is supported. And that this requires that an issuerId for Swish is 
configured in Simphony. 
 
Multi terminal-id support 
We have added the ability to switch between terminal-ids per transaction when used in 
native EPAS mode. This allows multiple merchants to share one terminal hardware. This 
feature must be activated by Westpay before it’s available. 
 
Improved EPP handling 
In this release we have reworked our EPP handling meaning a more reliable solution when it 
comes to reading payment cards. These changes are also dependent on a new FW that is 
release along with this PA version. See separate release notes for FW releases. 
 
Mandatory 24h restart added 
Due to PCI requirement, we have enabled a restart timer that will restart the terminal after 
24h of use. When the 24h is triggered can be configured via the PA system menu. 
 
Auto log uploader 
We have added a new service that is installed along with the PA. This service will 
automatically upload the PA logs to Westpay at set intervals. This function can also be 
triggered via the system menu 
 
Contactless pre-tap 
We have added support for the contactless pre-tap scenario. To activate this you will have to 
use the 2.0.10.1 release along with new parameters supplied on request by Westpay 
operations. 
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New features 
 

§ [WPB-676] - Updated PAaS lib with transaction descriptors 
§ [WPB-713] - Added support for Multi TID 
§ [WPB-708] - Added CNA in PAaS receipt data 
§ [WPB-717] - Update SAIO API to version 20210601_r1 
§ [WPB-740] - Added the ability in the PA to use the new log_uploader to send logs 
§ [WPB-745] - Remove animation for Success / Declined transaction 
§ [WPB-748] - Added support for S-Bonus cards 
§ [WPB-749] - Added support for Swish transactions in OPI 
§ [WPB-756] - Updated the UI to use the new design in swipe-ahead 
§ [WPB-773] - Added timeouts on PAaS lib commands 
§ [WPB-787] - Added button to manually start PAaS application 
§ [WPB-788] - Added menu to set terminal restart time 
§ [WT-12] - Added new support service that will automatically upload logs to Westpay 
§ [WPB-752] - Added support in systemservice to restart terminal 
§ [WPB-335] - Added support for contactless pre-tap 

 

Bug fixes 
 

§ [WPB-400] - Fixed an issue with retrieval reference number 
§ [WPB-738] - Added missing BankAxept card name I PAaS 
§ [WPB-736] - Fixed an issue where the PPL host setting could be overwritten 
§ [WPB-770] - Fixed a scenario where the wrong approval code could be used 
§ [WPB-762] - Corrected a Security / PIN module failure during SCA 
§ [WPB-454] - Fixed issue where signature transaction was not closed in OPIE CR 
§ [WPB-487] - Fixed an issue where CNA would cause MAC error in the terminal 
§ [WPB-579] - Fixed a CNA padding issue 
§ [WPB-579] - Added check to Fid 6q length 
§ [WPB-776] - Fixed an issue where we sometimes were not able to set the EPP RTC 
§ [WPB-778] - Adjusted Fid 9S to support Swedbank ÅÄÖ 
§ [WPB-782] - Corrected faulty fid 9R, terminal input capabilities for contactless 
§ [WPB-779] - Fixed issue where swipe-ahead would send amount 0 to Swish 
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